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"Ultimate Golf Techniques" is a completely new approach to improving your game. Over 1000

specially selected images, step-by-step shots, and photographic sequences of professional players

illustrate key lessons that have helped the world's great golfers to reach the top. "Ultimate Golf

Techniques" will help you get to grips with the driver by studying the teeing-ground techniques of

Greg Norman; learn to pitch the ball close to the flag with the precision of Nick Faldo; escape from

the sand with the confidence of bunker craftsman Gary Player; tackle trouble shots with the

never-say-die ingenuity of Severiano Ballesteros; and, work the ball like the great Jack Nicklaus.

Representing outstanding value for money this stylish and contemporary series has been specially

created for everyone with a busy lifestyle. Highly practical and inspiring the "DK Living" series

embraces every aspect of a wide range of popular topics from gardening and cookery to beauty and

sports. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Short on words but long on easy-to-follow visuals, Ultimate Golf Techniques is aimed more at

beginners and intermediate players than at low handicappers. Though its methods are simple--show

pictures of stars such as Nick Faldo and Greg Norman to provide positive images for building a

correct swing--Ultimate Golf Techniquesoffers a painless introduction to all aspects of the game.

Though fundamentals and mechanics are the instructional's ace, it doesn't neglect the areas that

trouble golfers at all levels: how to think on a golf course and how to play within the complexity of



the rules. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

The Dorling Kindersley method of melding four-color graphics and supporting text into busy but

well-organized two-page spreads is ideally suited to present the basic techniques of the golf swing.

Learning to swing a golf club is finally a fundamentally visual process: golfers are constantly

attempting to copy what they have seen, either in reality, on the screen, on the page, or in the

mind's eye. With author Campbell essentially supplying captions to the wealth of illustrations, this

volume breaks the swing down into its component parts, all easily identifiable and vividly rendered.

There are no groundbreaking techniques here; in fact, most average golfers will have heard

everything Campbell has to say many times before. What makes the book work, though, is the way

the illustrations--whether of famous golfers or of unknowns--take familiar swing thoughts and

transform them into frozen swing images. Bill Ott --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.

I bought this book when it first came out in 1998(?) and found it extremely helpful. I subsequently

lost it recently and was happy to find it on . I didn't care that it was an old edition. I bought it again

because I remembered how useful it was and wanted to re-visit some of its most useful drills and

tips. Its references to pro golfers from 20 years ago are kind of quaint now, but no less relevant to

the instruction. DK produces first class illustrations and layout and they were one of my main

reasons for buying this book originally. Highly recommended for its practicality!

I found the book to be perfect for me and what i needed, but i specifically look for one that indicate

to be in spanish because it is not for me, but for my father, who dont speak any english, i found this

and it says Spanish Edition, in the description it says Language: Spanish, so i decided to purchase

it, but surprise for me, it is in English!, nice pictures thought, i hope my father can use them and try

to translate as much as he can, but the main fact is that IT IS NOT WHAT IT SAYS IT SHOULD BE!

so please change the item description to avoid any other problema like this, i know  is mainly for

english speaking people, but you can not understimate people looking for books in other languages!

The perfect gift for the golfer (or wannabe golfer) at a reasonable price. Two page spreads on all

things golf make it an easy browsing or armchair reading delight.

DK Publishing is a British Publishing House that is master of book making, design and illustration.



This book is reflective of this. Any book by DK should automatically be recognized for quality.As for

golf, this book is an excellent introduction for beginners and a good reference for the shelf of the

more advanced. It is a well illustrated starter book.

Every shot or drill you would every need for your golf game,with great explanations and pictures and

easy to follow drills that we allneed and can do

My 7 year old is golf-obsessed. He loves this book.

I bought this book for my friend per his request. He was sastified with this. The book is used but

looks new and is in very good condition, cheap price and quick delivery. It's great.

Malcolm Campbell has written a useful book to encourage the improvement of your own golf game.

There are over 1,000 specially selected images, overhead shots and photographic sequences to

teach you key techniques that have help the world's top golfers.You will learn to:Play the gold

course with the knowledge of a professional.Drive a ball farther and more accuratelyStart to hit irons

with crispnessLearn to pitch the ball close to the flagSave valuable strokesEscape from the

sandTackle Trouble shotsImprove your Putting strokeMalcolm is a former editor of Golf Monthly. His

love for gold shows and he has been a low-handicap player, gold administrator and member of

several gold clubs, including the Royal and Ancient Golf Club of St. Andrews.Some of the highlights

include:Improving your Flexibility through stretchingPreparing for the GameGetting into

ShapePlaying within the RulesCourse ManagementA book you will want to add to your golf book

collection!~The Rebecca Review
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